In this paper, survival data analysis is realized by applying Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (GEOM 
tions (GEOD) in the form of MinMaxEnt,MaxMaxEnt distributions which are obtained on basis of Shannon measure and supplementary optimization with respect to characterizing moment functions, more exactly represent the given statistical data. For this reason, survival data analysis by GEOD acquires a new significance. In this research, the data of the life table for engine failure data (1980) is examined. The performances of GEOD are established by Chi-Square criteria, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) criteria and Shannon entropy measure, Kullback-Leibler measure. Comparison of GEOD with each other in the different senses shows that along of these distributions ( ) 4 MinMaxEnt is better in the senses of Shannon measure and of KullbackLeibler measure. It is showed that, ( ) 
Introduction
Entropy Optimization Methods (EOM) have important applications, especially in statistics, economy, engineering and so on. There are several examples in the literature that known statistical distributions do not conform to statistical data; however, the entropy optimization distributions conform well. Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (GEOM) have suggested distributions in the form of MinMaxEnt which is the closest to statistical data, and MaxMaxEnt which is the furthest from mentioned data in the sense of information theory [1] [2], respectively. For this reason, GEOM can be more successfully applied in Survival Data Analysis.
Different aspects and methods of investigations of survival data analysis are considered in [3] - [8] .
In particular in the paper [6] , it is investigated several problems of hazard rate function estimation based on the maximum entropy principle. The potential applications include developing several classes of the maximum entropy distributions which can be used to model different data-generating distributions that satisfy certain information constraints on the hazard rate function.
In order to represent the results of our investigations, we give some auxiliary concepts and facts first.
Survival Analysis
Survival time can be defined broadly as the time to the occurrence of a given event. This event can be the development of a disease, response to a treatment, relapse or death [9] .
Censoring: The techniques for reducing experimental time are known as censoring. In survival analysis, the observations are lifetimes, which can be indefinitely long. So quite often the experiment is so designed that the time required for collecting the data is reduced to manageable levels.
Let T be a continuous, non-negative valued random variable representing the lifetime of a unit. This is the time for which an individual (or unit) carries out its appointed task satisfactorily and then passes into "failed'' or "dead'' state thereafter [10] .
The probabilistic properties of the random variable are studied through its cumulative distribution function F or other equivalent functions defined below [9] : Cumulative Distribution Function:
This function is denoted by ( ) S t , is defined as the probability that an individual survives longer than t :
probability that an individual fails in the short interval t t + ∆ per unit width t ∆ , or simply the probability of failure in a small interval per unit time. It can be expressed as
Hazard Rate: This function is defined as the probability of failure during a very small time interval, assuming that the individual has survived to the beginning of the interval, or as the limit of the probability that an individual fails in a very short interval, t t + ∆ , given that the individual has survived to time t :
Generalized Entropy Optimization Methods (GEOM)
Entropy Optimization Problem (EOP) [11] and Generalized Entropy Optimization problem (GEOP) [10] can be formulated in the following form.
EOP: Let
x be given probability density function (p.d.f.) of random variable X , L be an entropy optimization measure and g be a given moment vector function generating m moment constraints. It is required to obtain the distribution corresponding to g , which gives extreme value to L .
GEOP: Let
( ) ( ) 0 f x be given probability density function of random variable X , L be an entropy optimization measure and K be a set of given moment vector functions. It is required to choose moment vector functions The method of solving GEOP is called as GEOM.
MaxEnt Functional
The problem of maximizing entropy function
subject to constraints ( )
where
where ( ) 
∈ minimizing and maximizing ( ) U g accordingly with respect to Shannon entropy measure. It should be noted that
reaches its minimum value subject to constraints generated by function
In other words, minimum value of 
MaxMaxEnt method represents probability distribution in the form of MaxMaxEnt distribution. It should be noted that both distributions can be applied in solving proper problems in survival data analysis.
Application of MinMaxEnt and MaxMaxEnt Methods to Survival Data

MinMaxEnt and MaxMaxEnt Distributions for Finite Set of Characterizing Moment Functions
In the present research, the data of the life table for engine failure data (1980) given in Table 1 is considered [10] . In our investigation, the experiment is planned for 200 numbers of patients surviving at beginning of interval but the presence of censoring from the planning patients 97 individuals stay out the experiment. This situation is taken into account in Table 2 .
It should be noted that, the presence of censoring in the survival times leads to a situation where the sum of observation probabilities stands less than 1 for the survival data. For this reason, in solving many problems, it is required to supplement the sum of observation probabilities up to 1. Since the sum of observed probabilities i p in Table 2 is 0.8155, according to the number of censoring, supplementary probability 1 0.8155 0.1845 − = is uniformly distributed to each censoring data and corrected probabilities i p * are obtained.
As we noted that above, MinMaxEnt and MaxMaxEnt distributions can be applied in solving proper problems in survival data analysis. In our investigation as components of
+ are chosen. The set of moment functions is chosen from the characteristic moments which are mostly used in Statistics.
Consequently,
gives the least value to ( ) Table 7 and Table 8 . In order to obtain the performance of the mentioned distributions, we use various criteria as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Chi-Square, entropy values of distributions. The acquired results are demonstrated in Table 9 and Table 10 . MaxMaxEnt distributions.
Although the distribution with the largest number of moment functions tends to fit better, it should be noted that in some cases, the set of moment functions with fewer elements is more informative then a different set of moment functions with more number of elements. 
Availability of GEOD to Survival Data in the Sense of Shannon Measure
In order to establish availability of GEOD to survival data in the sense of Shannon measure it is required to consider entropy values of GEOD.
From Table 3 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt ) distribution is realized by vector function ( 
From Table 4 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt ) distribution is realized by vector function ( ) ( 
From Table 5 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt ) distribution is realized by vector function ( ) 
From Table 6 it is seen that the MinMaxEnt (the MaxMaxEnt ) distribution is realized by vector function 
Availability of GEOD to Survival Data in the Sense of Kullback-Leibler Measure
Now, we calculate the distance between observed distribution ( )
, , , Table 2 and distributions (
MinMaxEnt , MaxMaxEnt , 1, 2, 3, 4 Table 7 and Table 11 and Table 12 respectively.
From Table 11 and Table 12 follows that along of GEOD ( ) 4 MinMaxEnt is better in the sense of Kullback-Leibler measure. Figures 5(a)-(c) & Figures 6(a)-(c) . 
Conclusion
In this study, it is established that survival data analysis is realized by applying MaxMaxEnt .
is showed that, ( ) 
